
I’m my own worst enemy when it comes to this. Every year at the Dinner
I resolve not to give in to the Journal Editor when asked for something to
fill a couple of pages. Most of the time my resolve holds, although in those
years they probably have more material than they know what to do with.
Last November I cracked – they waited until I was ready for the taking, then
moved in; a little banter for openers – ‘Hi Bill  – what have you been up to
then?’  My slurred reply and the unsteady gait confirmed what they already
knew  – and then they strike. With an exclamation of awe (feigned so as to
butter me up) they say ‘That would make a good Journal article’. It was in
that split second before I replied – that’s when they knew they had got me.
‘Great, Bill – I knew you’d do it. Let me have it after Christmas’. They
always have sober witnesses along, so claiming not to remember the
conversation is not an option (although recently, not remembering for me is
happening for real more often than not).
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The Author on belay. Photo Dominic Oughton



So, here I am, asking myself  ‘Why do I do it?’
In our house, mention of Yosemite (or the ‘Y’ word, as Barbara puts it),

puts me in an awkward situation. Depending upon who mentions it first (and
I can tell you it is never me), the atmosphere can change dramatically. 

If it’s Cec or Ben, I know it’s a wind-up – they know Barbara has never
forgotten the time I came back from my first visit in 1986 and I said
(completely unintentionally) that I was returning to my ‘awesome’
responsibilities whilst my climbing partner back then was looking forward to
more climbing ‘highs’. My use of the word ‘awesome’ was, in retrospect, an
error of judgment. I was using it in the informal context of the Yosemite
climbing patois, meaning extremely good or excellent (as in ‘way rad,
dude’), but others saw it (and I can see it myself now) as extremely
daunting, or inspiring apprehension or fear (according to the OED). I’ll never
persuade people otherwise – 30 years on and I still don’t know if Barbara
believes me.

If its Mike Ryan or Dave Williams or Dominic who mentions it, then I have
to be very careful. Mind you, they usually introduce the topic towards the
end of either the Club Dinner or the Black & Tans Dinner, so I have to try
and remember the Journal Editor strategy (as above). It never works – they
always tell me later that it was me who started it. Barbara invariably
believes them.

The ‘Yosemite Question’, i.e.: ‘do you fancy going again?’ then lies
dormant until the following June or July when a chance remark in the pub
provokes a weird variation on the classic Yorkshire salesman/Yorkshire
shopkeeper conversation. Salesman enters. ‘Owt?’ Shopkeeper replies.
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The Plant. Photo Dominic Oughton



‘Nowt’. Salesman leaves. Think about it. At that precise moment the die is
cast. Dominic sorts out the flights and the car. I contact Dave for the ‘plant’
we might want for the route we have in mind. Dave’s attic has become the
repository for all the aid equipment we’ve acquired between us over the
years. And there is a lot of it involved. Having said that, on our last two
outings, Dominic and I have managed to throw quite a lot of gear off El Cap,
from pots and pans and pillows to really useful bits of climbing equipment
that higher up we wished we hadn’t. Towards the end of each trip, we have
to visit the Curry Village Mountain Shop in the Valley (aka the most
expensive gear shop in the US) to replace the lost items and buy Dave some
obscure piece of aid-climbing kit by way of thanks (and in anticipation of
the next ‘loan’). 

All that remains is when to go, usually dependent on birthdays,
anniversaries, the date the Camp 4 rules on length of stay are relaxed and,
in recent times, when the Yosemite ‘Facelift’ is on (an annual litter pick of
the Valley. We like to put something back and besides, it’s a week of
interesting evening entertainment, free raffles and cheap beer).

So, why do I do it? Or rather, why do I still do it? For at least the last four
times, on leaving the Valley, I’ve said ‘that’s it – definitely my last big wall’.
I’ve even tried to sell my wall gear in Camp 4 (I’ve even tried throwing it
off the route!). Part of the answer is the place itself. For climbers from a
certain age (and therefore of a certain age) it represents, in four and a half
square miles, the complete development of American rock-climbing,
particularly aid-climbing, from both technical and ethical perspectives.
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The last Big Wall... Until the next one! Photo Dominic Oughton



I was a child of my times – I free-climbed (I
believe it’s called trad now) but I also liked to aid-
climb. I’ve pegged Wimberry Overhang and
Twikker and served my time on all the classic aid-
routes in the Peak and Yorkshire. It’s in my
psyche; Yosemite enables me to step back in time
and enjoy myself. It’s not ‘whack and dangle’
anymore – ethics (yes, ethics) dictate that the
climb must be done as clean as possible, aiming
for minimal damage to the rock. These days, with
modern aid-gear, ‘hammerless’ is the way
forward. And there are plenty of people watching
you to witness any transgression of the unwritten
rules of big wall aiding.

Tom Evans (www.elcapreports.com), parked at
The Bridge in El Cap Meadows possesses the
biggest zoom lenses and ultra powerful binoculars
that capture your every move on the route and
there is usually a posse of very well informed
dudes (say what?) peering up at you to keep you
on your toes. You find out when you get back down
how you rated in terms of style! Is this part of why
I do it? To be able to talk shop with the initiated;
the members of an exclusive club? I’m not sure.
Its good to trade stories about this or that pitch,
that or this move, but it is difficult to impress
some of these people who have spent significant
amounts of time on big walls. I met Leo a year or
so ago (not that Leo – this was Leo from the Bay
Area). I was telling him that at 65 maybe it was
time for me to hang up my étrier (I chucked the
other one off a route). He told me that he had
recently had a cool ride up the ‘Trip’ (Tangerine
Trip on El Cap, graded VI, A3, 5.8, 18 pitches) and
was looking forward to next season. Leo was also
looking forward to celebrating his 75th birthday in
a couple of months. He reminded me of some
people in the Club.

Last year Dominic and I climbed a route named
Sunkist. In its day quite difficult and even now,
with more modern gear and modern mindsets, a
challenging line up the blank(ish) golden walls on
the left hand side of El Cap. Four years previously,
Mike Ryan, Dominic and I had begun the same
climb. We had arrived in the Valley to find Camp 4
full, so we had decided to jump straight onto the
route. I was tired from lack of sleep (but that’s
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View from The Bridge.
Photo Tom Evans
elcapreport.com



another story). At the end of Day 1, having already hauled the bags over
1,000ft, I arrived at the anchor point on only the second proper climbing
pitch. I was totally spent; I could not go on. I told the boys and even though
they could have carried on (I only had to rappel back to them before I was
on fixed ropes to the floor), they stuck with me. I don’t know if I’d made
the decision for us all. They would never say.

So there I was last year, the exact same belay but feeling so much
stronger and refreshed, waiting for Dominic to clamp up the rope to help
me pull the bags up (‘stronger’ is relative – there was no way I could move
the bags on my own!). As I waited, I began to think why I was doing this
again. The main motivation was to settle unfinished business, although the
position, the satisfaction of climbing the pitch in good style and in good
time, all played a part. As if reading my mind, Dominic arrived at the belay
and said ‘You do know why we’re doing this, don’t you?’ He went on to
explain that it had all been Mike’s idea and that he had had three reasons.
One – there was a great shot of a climber high on Sunkist on the front cover
of the original Yosemite Big Wall guidebook; you just had to do it. Two –
Mike’s reasoning was that when you got back to Camp 4 and someone asked
what route you’d done, it had to be impressive; Zodiac – yawn, The Nose –
double yawn (unless you’d free’d it! These days even NIAD is a bit passé).
And Three – Andy Perkins and his partner had nearly died on the route
following a big storm a few years earlier! At that point I wished Dominic
hadn’t told me about the last reason (to make things worse, we had decided
not to take the rain-fly for the portaledge, just to save a little weight).

The route as whole went well – four nights on the wall after hauling
everything up to Mammoth Ledges. Things slowed after the first two days as
the climbing became more technically demanding. The plan was for us to
share the lead pitch by pitch, rather than to ‘block’ lead (where a leader
climbs a number of consecutive pitches before handing over); Scary
moments for both of us (maybe that’s why I do it). Watching the piece of
aid-gear I’d placed ‘blind’ (a Chouinard ‘Crack ‘N Up’, a very slender-bladed
hooky affair) twisting out of shape as I moved up on it and threatening to
pop any second while I looked for the next placement. It was one of those
moments when, for me, time seemed to slow right down and I knew I could
control the fear. I got a great kick out of that so maybe that is the reason
why I do it. Peace and love, brothers and sisters. The piece didn’t pop and
I moved on to the next little challenge before reaching sanctuary at the
belay. Dominic said afterwards that I was a jibbering wreck leading the pitch
but I don’t remember it that way at all!

Dominic wouldn’t let me see the topo after this; all he told me was that all
the even numbered pitches were mine. It was on Pitch 10 that I understood
why. The description read ‘C1++ and free, awkward aid/free,
chimney/offwidth, 1’-7’ (travel light)’.By way of explanation, C1++ is not
high at all in the aid-grading system. In real life, however, I was faced with an
overhanging bomb-bay start which led to a shiny, smooth granite chimney, too
wide to jam, too narrow to back and foot. Alright if you were wearing
moleskin breeches, a heavy Norwegian woollen sweater, big boots and socks
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that had reindeer running round them, but quite different in a T-shirt, thin
cotton-pants and rock slippers! No protection for the first thirty feet, save for
our secret weapon – the ‘Big Bro’ (essentially a lightweight, spring-loaded
Acrow prop) that I tried to place as high as possible (I could only use it once,
so I had to make it count). Working my way up (slowly and painfully), I tried
hard to forget the account on the Supertopo forum, of the climber who took a
massive whipper out of the top of the chimney. Six months on I still had the
scars on my elbows and knees from that pitch. On the belay, I knew why I did
it – it was overcoming the feeling of fear. Fear of falling, fear of having to back
off, fear of having to admit that I couldn’t overcome fear (if you know what I
mean). And the fact that it was your mate’s lead next! 

Don’t get me wrong, falling is usually what happens on these routes – gear
rips out, hooks pop, flakes break – but it’s usually manageable. Dominic took
flight on Pitch 12 when something ‘happened’. To save weight and karabiners,
we were using short loops of 10mm tape on the wires/brass. Works fine – until
something ‘happens’. In Dominic’s case, he had ended up well below the
belay, swinging in space, wondering why I had let him fall so far. We looked up
and saw all the wires still in place. We hadn’t allowed for the cheesewire
effect. Enough of falling – Dom dusted himself down and sorted it all out on
the next attempt (we used more karabiners from then on).
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Before the fall. Photo Bill Deakin



After these minor hiccups, the next few pitches provided some of the
most spectacular climbing I have ever done. Pitch 14 was obvious – a single
thin crack, for 165 feet, ending at two bolts in the middle of a golden
expanse, two thousand feet above the floor. The best bivvy in the world? In
big wall terms, it comes close; you and your mate on the portaledge. The
Camp 4 toilet graffiti came to mind – ‘if you’re not living on the edge, you’re
takin’ up too much room’. On that belay, we didn’t appear to be occupying
much space on El Cap at that moment in time.

I love life on the ledge, especially when Dominic can set it up and get
the brew on in a matter of minutes. For a veggie, the food isn’t so good but
the beer at the end of each day is well worth the effort of hauling it up. Sat
there watching the sun go down and the moon come up and the stars go
round is unforgettable. Sometimes I even get to sleep a little. Is that why I
do it? 
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Get the brew on. Photo Bill Deakin



When I was clamping up the rope the following morning with only five
(!) pitches to go, a mild form of summit fever set in and I offered Dominic
the next ‘even’ pitch, knowing that he is stronger than me and I was doing
this for the best of motives. After all, it is the ‘A5 Arch’ pitch. I had read a
recent route report where a team had removed some ‘adventure stealing
heads’ (great turn of phrase) from this pitch. ‘Heads’ are small blobs of
copper or aluminium crimped onto a swaged wire that are hammered in (and
sometimes on!) the rock – bodyweight only. Deep down, I think I was scared
of it and in my state of mind it would have taken me hours to complete. It
was completely irrational – we had been averaging three to four pitches a
day, so even thinking we could reach the top was silly. Dominic read the
situation instantly and uncomplainingly jumped on the lead again. As he
quickly moved from one fixed piece of gear to the next, he shouted down
that it was the easiest pitch so far! Bugger! And it was, although if any one
of those pieces had ripped it was odds on they would have all pulled. But
they didn’t (good job, because we didn’t have enough heads with us to
replace them). Dominic gallantly gave the lead back just after the roof so
order was restored and I continued to the belay at a much slower rate, with
no further thoughts of topping out that day.

To finish the day, Dominic led Pitch 17, an awesome thin crack/corner
ending with a jaw-dropping arête finish, which was just as good as any pitch
earlier on. I didn’t begrudge Dominic the pleasure and I wonder if that is
another reason why I do it – the vicarious pleasure from watching your mate
get enjoyment out of a brilliant segment of climbing, sharing the emotions
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Living on the edge. Photo Dominic Oughton



involved in being in such a place, knowing how he must be feeling. I followed
that pitch but not in the same way. There is no apprehension or fear, no
excitement or exhilaration. I’m safe – he climbed it, I just cleaned it on the
end of the rope.

After another night on the portaledge (my last ever, if you were to listen
to my ramblings as the sun dropped down over the Sierras), the top
eventually arrived early the next morning. I was happy it was over (and
besides, once that ‘topping out’ can of beer was finished, I wanted another
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Clamping up the rope. Photo Dominic Oughton



and that was down in the bar). At that moment, tired mentally and
physically, I didn’t want to see El Cap ever again. I knew that the descent
was going to be tiring (and tiresome with a big bag on my back). 

Those thoughts persisted for a few days (hence my attempts to sell my
gear and give out all that ‘never again’ stuff) but I suppose I knew deep
down that I didn’t mean it. In the showers at Housekeeping Camp, washing
away the dirt accumulated after five days on the wall, humming to myself,
slurping the beer, thinking about a great route done with a good friend, I
realised why I do it and why I’ll try and do it again (soon). 
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Bill Deakin and Dominic Oughton - ‘Sunkist’, VI, 5.7, A3+. Photo Anders Ouram
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